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Dermatoscopy: an auxiliary resource for the diagnosis of poroid 
neoplasms*
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Abstract: Poroid neoplasms are benign epithelial proliferations with eccrine sweat gland differentiation. They are a challen-
ging diagnosis because of the clinical heterogeneity, being able to mimic several malignant neoplasms. They are classified into 
classic poroma, hidroacanthoma simplex, dermal duct tumor and poroid hidradenoma. Association of histological subtypes 
occurs in more than 25% of cases. We report a case of a combined poroid neoplasia of classical poroma and poroid hidradeno-
ma, reviewing its dermatoscopic features.
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Poroid neoplasms are benign epithelial proliferations, with 
sweat gland differentiation, that are classified according to its his-
tological characteristics into: classic poroma, hidroacanthoma sim-
plex, dermal duct tumor and poroid hidradenoma.1,2 They have in 
common aggregates of basophilic poroid cells, eosinophilic cuticular 
squamous cells and small ductal. Classic poroma exhibits dermal 
lobular proliferation connected to the epidermis. In turn, hidroac-
anthoma simplex is an intraepidermal proliferation. In the dermal 
duct tumor, the aggregates of poroid cells are small, with little or 
no connection to the epidermis. Poroid hidradenoma consists in an 
aggregate of poroid and cuticular cells, single or few and large, with 
cystic areas in the dermis or subcutaneous tissue.1 The association 
between the histological subtypes is present in up to 27.3% of cases.1,2

They are a challenging diagnosis due to the clinical hetero-
geneity, mimicking other malignant neoplasms such as melanoma 
and squamous and basal cells carcinomas. Dermatoscopy can help 
in differentiating these lesions.1-3
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There are few dermatoscopic descriptions of poroid neo-
plasms, with no dermatoscopic description of combined poroid 
neoplasms. In this article, we report the clinical, histological and 
dermatoscopic aspects of a combined poroid neoplasm of classic 
poroma and poroid hidradenoma and review the most common 
dermatoscopic aspects already described for these neoplasms, in 
search if features that aid in their differentiation. 

A 70 year-old woman, with a history of multiple dysplastic 
nevi and family history of melanoma, had a progressively enlarging 
well-defined blue-grey nodule with 1cm in diameter on the scalp for 
2 years (Figure 1A). Dermatoscopy revealed a white-blue peripher-
al homogeneous pattern associated to the central area, with brown 
blotches and “out of focus” linear and glomerular telangiectasias 
(Figures 1B and 1C). the initial diagnostic hypotheses were pig-
mented basal cell carcinoma, blue nevus and malignant melanoma. 
The patient was submitted to an excisional biopsy and histopathol-
ogy showed a benign epithelial neoplasm, with small basaloid cells, 
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FIgure 1: A - Clinical aspect: well-defined blue-grey nodule with 1 cm diameter. B and C - Dermatoscopic aspect: white-blue homogeneous 
peripheral pattern associated to a central area with brown blotches and “out of focus” linear and glomerular telangiectasias 

FIgure 2: Benign 
epithelial neo-
plasm exhibi-
ting an aspect of 
poroma in the 
upper part (anas-
tomosed cords 
of poroid cells 
connected to the 
epidermis). In 
the lower part, 
aspect of nodu-
lar hidradenoma 
extending to the 
s u b c u t a n e o u s 
tissue (Hema-
toxylin & eosin, 
x40)

A CB

FIgure 3: Close up of the benign poroid epithelial neoplasm, sho-
wing poroid melanized cells (basaloid) with no atypia (Hematoxy-
lin & eosin, x200)

sometimes melanized, and squamous cells around small ducts (Fig-
ures 2 to 5). The neoplasm exhibited anastomosed cords connected 
to the epidermis in the upper part, and lobular aspect extending to 
the subcutaneous tissue in the lower part. These findings allowed 
the diagnosis of pigmented combined poroid neoplasm (eccrine po-
roma and poroid hidradenoma).

Classic poroma appears as a firm, skin-colored or erythema-
tous nodule, papule or plaque, mainly on palms and soles. It is more 
frequent between the fourth and sixth decades of life and has no 
gender predilection. Its pathogenesis is unknown, related to trau-
ma, radiation or scar. The pigmented variant, which corresponds to 
17% of cases and is apparently more frequent in higher phototypes 
affecting non-acral sites, is underdiagnosed and mistaken for seb-
orrheic keratosis, pyogenic granuloma, basal cell carcinoma (BCC), 
squamous cell carcinoma, angiofibroma and cutaneous melanoma.3

On dermatoscopy, the pattern polymorphic vessels, found 
in this case, is the most commonly described. Besides this, vascular 
patterns with flower- or leaf-like vessels were described as specif-
ic, and a pattern of a network of white lines or interlacing white 
cords as suggestive.4 In the pigmented variant, there are reports of 
arborizing vessels, ovoid nests and blue-grey dots.5 Bronfenbrener 
et al suggested the out-of-focus appearance seen in these vessels 
could be due to the depth inside the poroid tumor in comparison to 
BCC.6 Irregular pigmented globules can mimic melanoma or BCC.6 

Minagawa et al described vascular alterations beyond globule-like 
and comedo-like structures as the most relevant findings.7 Brugués 
describes the dermatoscopy as a structureless erythematous nodule, 
with a scaly surface, white circles and central ulceration. 8

Poroid hidradenoma is a subtype of nodular hidradenoma 
with eccrine differentiation.9 Nonspecific, solitary cutaneous or sub-
cutaneous lesions, polypoid nodules or cysts from 1 to 2cm in diam-
eter are described, that can be erythematous or blue and can ulcer-
ate, with no anatomical predilection.1 Ito et al described scalp, face, 
neck and genitalia as the most commonly affected sites.2 Serrano et 
al published a series of 28 cases in which the most commonly found 
dermatoscopic pattern was erythematous homogeneous area in the 
non-pigmented and blue or brown in the pigmented, occupying 
the whole lesion, with vascular and white strucutures.10 The three 
most common vascular structures were arborizing telangiectasias, 
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FIgure 4: Benign 
poroid epithelial 
neoplasm: close 
up of the crust 
and well vascu-
larized stroma 
(Hematoxylin & 
eosin, x200)

FIgure 5: Benign poroid epithelial neoplasm: close up of poroid cells 
(basaloid) and cuticular cells (squamous) around the duct (Hemato-
xylin & eosin, x400)

atypical polymorphic vessels or linear irregular vessels. Peripheric 
network was described in 17.9%. These patterns are not specific.10

The literature review we conducted did not enable us to 
distinguish which dermatoscopic findings correspond to classic po-
roma or to poroid hidradenoma, since most of them overlap, con-
firming the spectral view of these neoplasms.

Although the diagnosis of poroid neoplasms continues to 
depend on histological findings, the dermatoscopic findings of each 
of these tumors will help rule out the diagnosis of melanoma and 
other non-melanoma cancers, noting that, in up to a fourth of the 
cases, the tumor is combined. Such was what occurred in this case, 
in which more than one pattern could be found. q
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